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September 11,2018

The Honorable Ernest Y. Martin
Chair and Presiding Officer
and Members
Honolulu City Council
530 South King Street, Room 202 -

Honolulu, HI 96813

Re: Bill 66(2018)

Dear Honolulu City Council members:

On behalf of AARP Hawaii and about 150,000 members throughout the state, I write today to
strongly urge you to reject the proposed fare increases for TheBus and Thel-landi-Van services as
outlined in Bill 66. We are especially concerned by the Department of Transportation Service’s
proposal to increase the annual bus pass for seniors and persons with disabilities from $35
annually to Si 10 annually— an increase of2l4%.

Transportation is the vital link that connects older adults to social activity, economic
opportunity, and community services that support their independence. Without it, people are less
able to remain in their homes and communities as they age. Fixed route and demand-response
transportation services, in particular, provide community residents with important mobility
options. Fixed-route transportation is the backbone of public transportation. It allows people to
get around by bus and, where available, rail at designated stops and specific times. Demand-
response transportation allows for more flexibility, typically taking people from one specific
location to another at their preferred time.

Steady and reliable finding sources are crucial to assuring the integrity of our transit systems.
This is especially true for the most vulnerable Hawaii residents who can least afford to have their
transit sen’ice cut or their fares hiked,

We understand the ongoing balancing act that must take place to accommodate I-Tawaii’s
transit ridership while endeavoring to meet budgetary guidelines and constraints. However, given
the importance of public transportation as the lifeblood of Hawaii’s economy, we urge you to
reject Bill 66 and take the necessary actions to establish reasonable fare rates for TheBus and
TheHandi-Van services instead.
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Where fare increases are justified by relevant data and findings of fact, we urge you to ensure
that any resultant increases are fair and reasonable. V/hen feasible, fare increases should be
phased in over time to reduce the financial burden on the most vulnerable riders, especially those
who disabilities and the low income.

AARP appreciates the opportunity to weigh in on this critical matter. Should you have any
questions or need thrther information, please feel free to contact Craig Gima, AARP Hawai’i
Communications Director at CGiina~aarp org or 808-545-6006

Respectfully,

Craig Gina
Communications Director
AARP Hawai’i

AARP is the nation’s largest nonprofit, nonpartisan organization dedicated to empowering
Americans 50 and older to choose how they live as they age, With nearly 38 million members,
including nearly 150,000 in Hawaii, and offices in every state, the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, AARP works to strengthen communities and advocate for
what matters most to families with afocus on health security, financial stability and personal
fulfillment. MRP also worksfor individuals in the marketplace by sparking new solutions and
allowing carefully chosen, high-quality products andsep,ices to carry the A,4RP name. As a
trusted source for news and information, AARP produces the nation ¶s largest circulation
publications, MRP The Magazine andAARP Bulletin To learn more, visit WwIv.utirp,opcj or
follow @JAARPHawaH @AARP and @AAflPadvocates on social media.


